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BRAILLE ENERGY SYSTEMS INC.
(formerly Mincom Capital Inc.)
MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS FOR THE YEARS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2018 AND 2017
The following Management Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) reviews the operating results, financial
condition and future prospects of Braille Energy Systems Inc. (formerly Mincom Capital Inc.), (“BESI”
or the “Company”),current as of February 12, 2019. It should be read in conjunction with the Company’s
annual audited consolidated financial statements and notes thereto for the fiscal years ended
September 30, 2018 and 2017, which were prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”). The reporting currency is in Canadian dollars. All currency amounts
herein are expressed in Canadian Dollars unless otherwise indicated.
This MD&A contains or may refer to certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking
statements”. Forward-looking statements include estimates and statements that describe the
Company’s future development plans, objectives or goals, including words to the effect that the
Company expects a stated condition or result to occur. Forward-looking statements may be identified
by such terms as "anticipates", "believes", "could", "estimates", “predict”, “seek”, “potential”, “continue”,
“intend”, “plan”, "expects", "may", "shall", "will", or "would" and similar expressions. Since forwardlooking statements are based on assumptions and address future events and conditions, by their very
nature they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of
future performance and actual results or developments may differ materially from those in forwardlooking statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in forwardlooking statements include market prices for lithium ion batteries, AGM batteries ; supply of inventory;
new opportunities; continued availability of capital and financing; general economic, market or business
conditions, foreign currency exchange rate; and litigation, legislative, environmental or other judicial,
regulatory, political and competitive developments. These and other factors should be considered
carefully and readers should not place undue reliance on the Company’s forward-looking statements.
BESI does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time
by Management or on its behalf, except in accordance with applicable public disclosure rules and
regulations.
Nature of Business
BESI was incorporated on May 24, 2011 as Mincom Capital Inc., under the Canada Business
Corporations Act. The Company was a Capital Pool Company (“CPC”), as defined in Policy 2.4 of the
TSX-V Corporate Finance Manual (“Policy 2.4”) from incorporation to May 9, 2014, following the
issuance of the TSX Venture Exchange’s Final Bulletin approving the Company's acquisition of the
Romer property, in Québec, as its Qualifying Transaction (“QT”). Subsequent to the completion of the
QT in accordance with Policy 2.4, BESI commenced operations as a Tier 2 mining issuer.
On June 21, 2018, and pursuant to the Final Bulletin issued by the Exchange dated July 25, 2018, the
Company closed the acquisition and change of business transaction (Note 4 to the annual audited
consolidated financial statements for the year ended September 30, 2018), whereby it acquired an
89.95% ownership interest in Braille Holdings Inc. (“Braille Holdings”).Braille Holdings is a holding
company that wholly owns a 100% equity interest in Braille Battery Inc. (“Braille Battery”). Braille Battery
is a battery-manufacturing and energy storage company supplying batteries to the professional motor
sports industry and has developed a line of lightweight high powered battery systems for the
transportation market.
Braille Holdings was incorporated on May 6, 2010, under the laws of the State of Florida. Braille Battery
was incorporated on January 1, 2009, under the laws of the State of Florida. The principal place of
business for both entities is located at 6935 15th Street East, Building 115, Sarasota, FL 34243.
Following the close of BESI’s acquisition of its interest in Braille Holdings, the Company subsequently
changed its name from Mincom Capital Inc. to Braille Energy Systems Inc. and is now a Tier 2
Technology Issuer and the majority shareholder of Braille Holdings. Braille Holdings is a holding
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company and does not carry on business other than to hold all the issued and outstanding shares of
Braille Battery.
The principal business of BESI is now Braille Battery’s battery-manufacturing and energy storage
operations. BESI’s future development plans includes to expand its market penetration into a wider
range of market segments that require light weight, high-performing energy solutions, using scientifically
advanced materials.
The head office of the Company is located at 945 Princess St., Box 117, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 0E9.
Corporate Development Highlights
Equity Financing- Subscription of Seed Shares
In May and August 2011, the Company’s directors and officers subscribed for an aggregate of
4,700,000 common shares (the “Seed Shares”) at $0.05 per share for gross proceeds of $235,000. The
shares were deposited in escrow pursuant to the terms of an escrow agreement and will be released
from escrow in stages over a period of up to three years after the Final Exchange Bulletin issued by the
TSX-V on May 9, 2014.
Initial Public Offering
On February 6, 2012, the Company closed its initial public offering (“IPO”) raising gross proceeds of
$793,300. The IPO was comprised of 7,933,000 common shares at a price of $0.10 per share. In
connection with the financing, the Company paid cash finders’ fees totalling $79,330 and issued, as
additional consideration, 793,300 non-transferable warrants which entitled the holder to acquire the
same number of common shares of the Company at a price of $0.10, until February 6, 2014. A syndicate
of agents led by Jones, Gable & Company Limited acted as agents for Mincom. The Company filed the
final prospectus for the IPO on November 8, 2011.
The purpose of the offering was to provide the Company with funds with which to identify and evaluate
businesses or assets with a view to completing a QT.
Mincom Shares Begin Trading
On February 10, 2012, the common shares of Mincom began trading on the TSX-V under the ticker
symbol “MOI.P”.
Private Placement Raising $234,745 Closed
On June 11, 2012, the Company announced that it had completed a non-brokered private placement
for gross proceeds of $234,745. The private placement was comprised of 1,564,967 common shares
issued at a price of $0.15 per share.
Mincom paid a cash commission of $13,180 in relation to the financing. All securities issued in the
private placement were subject to a four month hold period which expired on October 9, 2012.
Mincom Announces Agreement for Qualifying Transaction- Group NanoXplore Inc. (“NanoXplore”)
On April 10, 2013, the Company announced that it signed a Letter of Intent (“LOI”) with NanoXplore
pursuant to which Mincom was to acquire all of the issued and outstanding shares of NanoXplore.
Mincom intended for the proposed acquisition of NanoXplore to constitute the Company’s QT in
accordance with Policy 2.4. Mincom and NanoXplore were dealing at arm’s length and accordingly, the
proposed QT was not a “Non-Arm’s Length Qualifying Transaction” within the meaning of Policy 2.4.
Upon completion of the Qualifying Transaction, it was expected that Mincom would be listed on the
Exchange as a Tier 2 issuer.
NanoXplore is a Montreal-based nanomaterials research and development services company
specializing in graphene, advanced graphene materials and carbon nanotube technologies, including
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R&D for the production of graphene coatings for consumer electronics, security and graphene-based
RF packaging applications. NanoXplore works on a contractual basis with manufacturers in cooperation
with its academic partners. NanoXplore is incorporated under the Business Corporations Act (Québec).
Mincom Terminates LOI with Group NanoXplore Inc.
On August 13, 2013, the Company announced the termination of the LOI signed with NanoXplore. The
termination of the LOI followed confirmation from the TSX-V on August 1, 2013, that the resulting issuer,
pursuant to the proposed QT, did not have sufficient “history of operations and validity of business”
required to satisfy the TSX-V’s minimum initial listing requirements.
Mincom Announces Agreement for Qualifying Transaction- Romer Property
On September 27, 2013, Mincom announced that it had signed into a letter agreement (the
"Agreement") with Focus Graphite, pursuant to which Mincom was to acquire from Focus Graphite all
of its rights, title and interest in a series of 149 contiguous and 2 isolated map-designated mining claims
located in the Labrador Trough sector of Nunavik, Northern Québec, and collectively referred to as the
Romer base and precious metals (Cu-Zn-Ni-Au-PGE) Property (the "Property"). Following the
announcement, trading of the common shares of Mincom was halted by the Exchange and remained
halted in accordance with Exchange policies until all required documentation with respect to the QT had
been received and the Exchange was satisfied that the halt should be lifted and trading resumed on
May 9, 2014.
It was intended that the acquisition of the Property would constitute Mincom's QT in accordance with
Policy 2.4. Mincom and Focus Graphite were not dealing at arm's length given that Gary Economo,
Jeffrey York, Marc-André Bernier and Chester Burtt (the "Non-Arm’s Length Parties") are also directors
of Focus Graphite. Accordingly, the QT was a "Non-Arm's Length Qualifying Transaction" within the
meaning of Policy 2.4. The Non-Arm’s Length Parties did not participate in the deliberations of the board
of directors of the Company in connection with the proposed transaction. The Agreement was
unanimously approved by the independent directors of the Company and the letter of intent was signed
on September 27, 2013.
The completion of the QT required a majority of the minority shareholder approval which was obtained
on April 24, 2014, at a special meeting of shareholders of Mincom called for this purpose. Upon
completion of the QT, it was expected that Mincom would be listed on the Exchange as a Tier 2 mining
issuer.
Mr. Réjean Girard, P. Geo (Québec), President of IOS Services Geoscientifiques ("IOS") of Saguenay,
Québec, a qualified person within the meaning of National Instrument 43-101 - Standards of Disclosure
for Mineral Projects ("NI 43-101"), was mandated to prepare a NI 43-101 compliant technical report on
the Property. For details on the Romer property, please refer to ‘Exploration Activities’ section of the
management’s discussion and analysis.
Terms and Conditions of the Agreement with Focus Graphite
The transaction was subject to Exchange and shareholder approval, and to other standard closing
conditions, including satisfactory due diligence review of the Property by Mincom, and the completion
of a financing (the "Offering") on terms satisfactory to Mincom, in its sole discretion, as necessary in
order to meet the minimum listing requirements of the Exchange. For details on the Offering, refer to
the “Closing of the QT”.
The purchase price agreed to by Mincom and Focus Graphite for the purchase of the Project was
$1,000,000 as determined following an independent valuation prepared at the request of the Company.
The consideration was paid as follows: (i) CAN$250,000 paid in cash and; (ii) 2,500,000 common
shares of Mincom, representing a deemed value of $0.30 per share.
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Mincom Announced the Closing of QT and Concurrent Private Placement
On May 8, 2014, the Company completed its QT with Focus Graphite and the private placement
Offering raising gross proceeds of $184,700. The Offering consisted of the sale and issuance of 615,665
common shares at a price of $0.30 per common share. The Offering closed concurrently with and was
conditional on the completion of the QT. The QT was also conditional on the closing of the Offering.
The Offering was not conducted through an intermediary. Mincom paid a cash commission of $11,970
in relation to the private placement and issued 39,900 non-transferable share purchase warrants
exercisable at a price of $0.30 per share until May 8, 2015.
Mr. Gary Economo, the President and CEO of Mincom, and family members of a Director participated
in the Offering by purchasing 293,333 common shares, which constitutes a related party transaction
pursuant to TSX Venture Exchange Policy 5.9 and Multilateral Instrument 61-101 - Protection of Minority
Security Holders in Special Transactions ("MI 61-101"). The Company relied on Section 5.5(a) of MI
61-101 for an exemption from the formal valuation requirement and Section 5.7(1)(a) of MI 61-101 for
an exemption from the minority shareholder approval requirement of MI 61-101 as the fair market value
of the transaction with Mr. Economo did not exceed 25% of the Company's market capitalization.
All securities issued in connection with the closing of the QT and the Offering were subject to a
regulatory four (4) month hold period which expired on September 9, 2014. Following Exchange
requirements, a total of 2,793,333 common shares issued pursuant to the QT and the private placement
were escrowed.
Final Exchange Bulletin Issued
On May 9, 2014, following the Company announcing the closing of its QT with Focus Graphite and its
Offering raising gross proceeds of $184,699.50, the TSX-V issued its final bulletin announcing it
accepted for filing the Company’s QT described in its Management Information Circular dated February
25, 2014. Further to the TSX-V Bulletin, the securities of the Resulting Issuer resumed trading on the
TSX-V on May 12, 2014, under the trade symbol “MOI”.
Mincom Announced the Closing of a Private Placement
On August 5, 2014, the Company announced the closing of a non-brokered private placement raising
gross proceeds of $100,000 following the issuance of 625,000 units priced at $0.16 per Unit. Each Unit
consisted of one common share and one-half of a common share purchase warrant. Each whole
warrant entitles the holder to acquire one (1) additional common share of the Company at a price of
$0.50 until August 1, 2016. La Société d'investissement dans la diversification de l'exploration ("SIDEX")
was the sole participant of the financing under its "Field Action 2014" program. The mission of SIDEX
is to invest in companies engaged in mineral exploration in Québec in order to diversify Québec's
mineral base and open new territories. Field Action 2014 is a new $3-Million financing program recently
launched by SIDEX to encourage junior mineral exploration companies to pursue field work in Québec,
hire young professionals, employ service companies, and make new discoveries in 2014.
The securities issued under the Offering were subject to a four month hold period ending on December
2, 2014. The proceeds from the Offering were used to advance Mincom’s Romer exploration project in
Québec.
Expiry of Stock Options
On May 8, 2015, 234,849 stock options with an exercise price of $0.10 expired.
Mincom Announces Intent to Acquire Braille Holdings Inc. as an Entry Point to the Lucrative Energy
Storage Space With Next Generation Graphene Based Lithium Battery Technologies
On October 18, 2016, the Company announced it entered into a non-binding letter of intent with Grafoid
Inc. ("Grafoid") to acquire Grafoid's 75% interest in Braille Holdings Inc. ("Braille"), of Sarasota, Florida,
which owns Braille Battery.
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Braille Battery, acquired by Grafoid in September 2014, is a global leader in the development,
production and sales of ultra lightweight, high performance Lithium-Ion high performance batteries and
the supplier of the world's first environmentally sustainable AGM carbon fiber batteries for IndyCar,
NASCAR, Formula 1 racing cars, motorcycles and batteries for the marine industry.
The proposed purchase price is US $2,000,000, of which US $1,000,000 will be paid in cash and US
$1,000,000 will be paid in shares issued to Grafoid from the treasury of Mincom. The acquisition is
subject to the normal transaction documents expected in an acquisition of this nature.
In conjunction with the acquisition, Mincom proposes to raise, subject to the TSX Venture Exchange
("TSXV") acceptance, up to US $3,000,000 by way of private placement of units of Mincom at a price
of US $0.10 per unit (the "Offering"). Each unit will be comprised of 1 common share of Mincom and 1
warrant. Each warrant shall be exercisable into 1 common share at a price of CAD $0.18 for a period
of 4 years from the closing date of the Offering. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if at any time after four
(4) months and one (1) day following the Closing, the trading price of the Common Shares on the TSX
Venture Exchange is equal to or exceeds $0.30 for 10 consecutive trading days, as evidenced by the
price at the close of market, Mincom shall be entitled to notify the holders of Warrants of its intention to
force the exercise of the Warrants. Upon receipt of such notice, the holders of Warrants shall have 30
days to exercise the Warrants, failing which the Warrants will automatically expire.
The proceeds will be used to cover the consideration of the transaction with Grafoid and working capital.
Braille Battery Inc. is a Sarasota, Florida-based battery manufacturing and energy storage solutions
company and the pioneer of a complete line of lightweight high powered battery systems for the
transportation market.
Braille developed the world's first commercially available automotive lithium starting battery and has
grown to become the highest volume producer of automotive lithium starting batteries. The company
retains international patent protection on over 20 unique battery improvements. Some have achieved
market success while others have been applied in non-consumer applications.
Its technological achievements include battery containment using composite technologies; thermal
management, high amperage solutions, high vibration designs, novel battery chemistries, battery
controls and dual use chemistries.
Braille's ISO compliant manufacturing facility houses management offices, design and engineering,
research and development, manufacturing, logistics and fulfillment. Braille is an FDA manufacturer and
is GSA / CCR registered.
Braille's achievements include numerous firsts in the industry, among them: Development of the first
carbon fiber battery; first Lithium-Ion automotive original equipment starting battery; first carbon Li-Ion
battery; first European Community RoHS environmentally approved automotive battery; first lithium
battery to win a Formula 1 Championship; first lithium battery to win Daytona 500, NASCAR and Le
Mans Championships, and; the first Lithium Iron Phosphate energy storage solution for the U.S. defense
industry.
Mincom - Update Regarding Reverse Takeover/Change of Business Transaction
On March 14, 2017, the Company announced it has entered into a non-arm's length agreement to
purchase all of issued and outstanding shares of Braille Holdings Inc. held by Grafoid Inc (the "Proposed
Transaction") as previously announced on October 18, 2016. The Proposed Transaction will constitute
a change of business under the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange (the "Exchange").
Mincom, Braille Holdings Inc. ("BHI"), Braille Battery Inc. ("Braille Battery"), and Grafoid Inc. (the
"Vendor") entered into a share purchase agreement dated the 8th day of March, 2017 (the "Share
Purchase Agreement") whereby the Vendor agreed to sell, and Mincom agreed to purchase, such
issued and outstanding shares of BHI held by the Vendor, being 75% of all the issued and outstanding
shares of BHI (the "Purchased Shares"). The Purchase Price for the Purchased Shares is Two Million
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Dollars (US$2,000,000) of which One Million Dollars (US$1,000,000) will be paid in cash and One
Million Dollars (US$1,000,000) will be paid by the issuance of 10,000,000 Common Shares to the
Vendor from the treasury of Mincom at the Closing as disclosed above.
History of Target and Financial Information
BHI is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Florida on May 5, 2010. Its principal place
of business is located at 6935 15th Street East, Building 115, Sarasota, FL 34243. Braille Battery is a
corporation organized under the laws of the State of Florida filed on March 18, 2010, effective January
1, 2009. Its principal place of business is located at 6935 15th Street East, Building 115, Sarasota, FL
34243.
Braille Battery is a wholly owned subsidiary of BHI. Braille Battery has no subsidiaries. BHI is a holding
company and does not carry on business other than to hold all the issued and outstanding shares of
Braille Battery. Braille Battery is an operating company and carries on the business of a battery
assembler and retailer.
The resulting issuer will be called Braille Energy Systems Inc. and will be involved in the clean
technology sector.
Based on audited consolidated financial statements for the year ending September 30, 2016, Braille
Holdings and Braille Battery generated revenues of $2,320,636 and a net loss before taxes of $786,403.
As at September 30, 2016, Braille had total assets of $708,425 and total liabilities of $4,248,075 and
shareholders' deficit in the amount of $3,539,650.
Non-Arm's Length Transaction
Mincom, BHI, Braille Battery, and the Vendor share common management. Focus Graphite Inc., a
public company listed on the Exchange holds 13.88% of the Common Shares of Mincom and 18.17%
of the Common Shares of the Vendor. The related parties and their position within each party to the
Proposed Transaction are set out below:

Position with
BHI

Braille
Battery

Focus
Inc.

Director,
President

Director,
President

Director, President
& CEO

N/A

N/A

Jeffrey York

Director,
Director,
N/A
Chairman of Chairman of
the Board
the Board

N/A

Chester Burtt

Director

N/A

Director

Marc-Andre
Bernier

Director

N/A

Director

Name

Mincom

Gary Economo

Director,
President
CEO

Lindsay
Weatherdon

Director

Judith Mazvihwa- CFO
MacLean

Vendor
Director,
& CEO
Director

CFO

CFO

CFO

Graphite

Director,
Chairman of the
Board

CFO

The Proposed Transaction does not constitute an arm's length transaction and will be subject to
shareholder approval. The date of the shareholders' meeting has not been set.
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The Corporation will seek to rely on an exemption from the valuation requirements set out in Multilateral
Instrument 61-101 - Protection of Minority Security Holders in Special Transactions. The securities of
the Corporation are not inter-listed on other stock markets.
Directors and Management of the Resulting Issuer
Gary Economo - President and Chief Executive Officer, Director, Age 59
Mr. Economo has a distinguished business leadership career, serving as CEO for a number of public
and private high-technology companies during the last 20 years. A former President and CEO of
Dynasty Components Inc., Mr. Economo enjoys a long history of graphite marketing and sales for hightech applications. Over the span of his business career, Mr. Economo provided strategic consulting and
representation services to technology companies in North America and Asia. In particular, he has a
track record of success and expertise in building shareholder value when tasked with bringing discovery
companies to market.
Chester Burtt - Director, Age 66
Mr. Burtt is President of Chester Burtt & Associates Ltd. ("CBAL") a corporate and public affairs advisory
firm that specializes in connecting private and public companies with domestic and international
opportunities. CBAL also arranges for the provision and supply of financial services in mergers,
acquisitions and joint ventures. Working through an international network and associate firms, CBAL
offers a full range of services to assist companies with strategy development and decisions to best suit
their investor and corporate relations. Prior to this Mr. Burtt graduated with a BA from Waterloo Lutheran
University and MA from Wilfrid Laurier University in Political Science.
Lindsay Weatherdon - Director and Chairman of the Board, Age 54
Mr. Weatherdon is the President and owner of Premcorp Sales & Marketing operating as "Concord
National, Ontario Division" as well as Mitchell-Kennedy operating as "Concord National, Quebec
Division". Concord National is a Canadian-based consumer and packaged goods sales and marketing
agency. He has held this position since 2002. In addition, Mr. Weatherdon is a shareholder, through his
personal holding company, Thombeth Holdings, of Luxell Technologies. In September 2011, Mr.
Weatherdon became a director of Luxell Technologies.
Judith Mazvihwa -MacLean- Chief Financial Officer, Director, Age 44
An Ottawa-based geologist and accountant, Ms. Mazvihwa-MacLean has more than 16 years of
experience in mineral exploration, mining, management, and corporate finance. She is also the Chief
Financial Officer at Focus Graphite. Prior to joining Focus Graphite, Ms. Mazvihwa-MacLean was the
CFO for Golden Harp Resources Ltd., Logan Resources Ltd., and Acme Resources Ltd. (formerly,
International KRL Resources Corp.) and also served as a member of the Board for both Logan
Resources Ltd. and Acme Resources Ltd. Ms. Mazvihwa-MacLean holds a B.Sc. (Geology) from the
University of Zimbabwe, a M.Sc. from Brunel University in England and earned her MBA at Simon
Fraser University in British Columbia. Ms. Mazvihwa-MacLean was accredited a Certified Management
Accountant by the Certified Management Accountants Society of British Columbia.
Jeffrey York - Director, Age 54
Mr. York is currently Chief Executive Officer of Farm Boy Inc. He worked three years for Ward Mallette
Chartered Accountants and twenty years for Giant Tiger Stores which grew from a regional discount
retail chain into a national company and of which he was President for 10 years. Mr. York has been a
member of Young Presidents Organization since 2002. Mr. York graduated with an economics degree
from Princeton University in 1986 and obtained his Chartered Accountant designation in 1989.
Completion of the transaction is subject to a number of conditions, including but not limited to, Exchange
acceptance and if applicable, disinterested shareholder approval. Where applicable, the transaction
cannot close until the required shareholder approval is obtained. There can be no assurance that the
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transaction will be completed as proposed or at all. Investors are cautioned that, except as disclosed in
the management information circular or filing statement to be prepared in connection with the
transaction, any information released or received with respect to the transaction may not be accurate
or complete and should not be relied upon. Trading in the securities of BESI should be considered
highly speculative. The TSX Venture Exchange Inc. has in no way passed upon the merits of the
proposed transaction and has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of this news release.
Mincom Provides Update on Proposed Transaction
On August 1, 2017, the Company provided an update with respect to its transaction to purchase all of
issued and outstanding shares of Braille Holdings held by Grafoid, a Proposed Transaction was
previously announced on October 18, 2016, and March 14, 2017.
The Corporation continues to respond to comments provided by the Exchange with respect to the
Corporation's filing materials and financial statements. Trading of Mincom's common shares on the
Exchange remain halted until the Transaction is accepted by the Exchange.
Mincom Receives TSX-V Conditional Acceptance of Reverse Takeover Transaction and SEDAR
Filing
On August 29, 2017, the Company announced it has received conditional acceptance of its reverse
takeover transaction previously announced on October 18, 2016, from the Exchange.
Mincom, Braille Holdings, Braille Battery, and Grafoid entered into a share purchase agreement dated
March 8, 2017, whereby the Vendor agreed to sell, and Mincom agreed to purchase, such issued and
outstanding shares of Braille Holdings held by the Vendor, being 75% of all the issued and outstanding
shares of BHI. The shares of Mincom have remained halted since the Transaction was first announced.
An information circular prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Exchange in connection
with the Transaction has been filed with the Exchange and the applicable Canadian securities regulators
on SEDAR and is available at www.sedar.com.

Update Regarding Share Purchase Agreement
Terms of the Purchase Price has been updated since the March 8, 2017, news release. The Purchase
Price for the Purchased Shares remains Two Million Dollars (US$2,000,000) of which One Million
Dollars (US$1,000,000) will be paid in cash and One Million Dollars (US$1,000,000) will be paid by the
issuance of 10,000,000 Common Shares to the Vendor from the treasury of Mincom at the Closing. The
cash portion of the Purchase Price will be paid as follows: (a) US$500,000 will be paid in cash on the
Completion of the Transaction; and (b) US$500,000 will be paid by way of interest-free note, payable
by January 1, 2019.
Update Regarding Proposed Directors of Resulting Issuer
Mincom announced that at the meeting of shareholders to be held to approve the Transaction, James
J. Greenberger will be put forward as a candidate for election to the board of directors of the Resulting
Issuer on Completion of the Transaction. His biography is set out below:
James J. Greenberger – Director, Age 59
Mr. Greenberger has been the Executive Director of the National Alliance for Advanced Technology
Batteries (NAATBatt) since August 2008. NAATBatt is a not-for-profit trade association of companies
involved in the manufacture of large format advanced batteries for automotive and grid-connected
energy storage applications. Mr. Greenberger cofounded the predecessor of NAATBatt en 2008. Prior
to leading NAATBatt, Mr. Greenberger practised law for more than 25 years, most recently as a partner
at Reed Smith LLP in Chicago, where he led its cleantech practice group. Mr. Greenberger’s law
practice focused on mergers and acquisitions, private equity and venture capital transactions. He has
represented some of the leading private equity and venture capital firms in the country and published
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several articles on private equity transactions and structures. Mr. Greenberger is the principal of Private
Equity Law Advisors, a private law practice in Chicago. He has held this position since October 2009.
Mr. Greenberger served on the Board of Directors of the Association for Corporate Growth-Chicago; he
is a past chair of the Commercial Finance & Transactions Committee of the Chicago Bar Association;
and he sat on the governing board of the Kentucky-Argonne Battery Manufacturing Center.
Mr. Greenberger is a member of the American Bar Association. He is a graduate of Haverford College
and the University of Michigan Law School.
Mincom’s Update on Expected Closing of Reverse Takeover Transaction
On December 6, 2017, the Company announced that it received consent from the TSX Venture
Exchange to extend the deadline for the closing of the previously announced reverse takeover
transaction (set out in Exchange’s conditional acceptance letter of August 24, 2017).
On closing of the reverse takeover transaction, Mincom will acquire all the shares of Braille held by
Grafoid representing 75% of the issued and outstanding shares of Braille.
Mincom received the required shareholder approval for the reverse takeover transaction at the
Corporation’s annual and special meeting held on October 5, 2017.
Mincom Update on Expected Closing of Reverse Takeover Transaction & FAA Settlement
During the year ended September 30, 2018, on June 8, 2018, the Company announced it received
consent of the Exchange to extend the deadline for the closing of the previously announced reverse
takeover transaction with Braille Holdings and Grafoid set out in Exchange’s conditional acceptance
letter of August 24, 2017. The Exchange has consented to extend the deadline to close until June 22,
2018.
Mincom and Braille Holdings also provided the following updates:
•

Braille Battery entered a settlement with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) with regards
to alleged violations of the FAA’s Hazardous Materials Regulations. On November 20, 2017,
the FAA issued a Notice of Proposed Civil Penalty that proposed a US$1,105,000 civil penalty.
On May 10, 2018, the FAA and Braille Battery entered a settlement agreement whereby Braille
Battery agreed to pay a fine of US$235,000 payable over a four (4) year period, as follows:
a. US$25,000 due on October 1, 2018;
b. US$25,000 due on March 1, 2019;
c. US$50,000 due on December 31, 2019;
d. US$85,000 due on December 31, 2020; and
e. US$50,000 due on September 31, 2021.

Full details of the FAA Matter were included in an information circular prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Exchange in connection with the Transaction and is available at www.sedar.com.
•

At a meeting of Braille Holdings’ shareholders held on May 16, 2018, the shareholders
approved the conversion of a loan payable to Grafoid into common shares of Braille Holdings.
The principal and interest payable under the loan totaled US$2,972,790. Braille Holdings and
Grafoid agreed to convert the loan amount into 29,727,900 common shares of Braille Holdings
at a price of US$0.10 per share. The other shareholder of Braille Holdings was extended a
preemptive right to purchase a pro rata amount of common shares in order to maintain his 25%
ownership interest. The preemptive right expired on May 22, 2018, and Braille Holdings
received no notice of the shareholder’s intention to exercise his preemptive right. As a
consequence of the issuance of 29,727,900 common shares of Braille Holdings, Grafoid owned
89.95% of Braille Holdings which was subsequently sold to BESI.
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•

Mincom purchased Grafoid’s whole 89.95% equity interest of Braille Holdings on closing of the
RTO.

•

Mincom and Grafoid agreed that the purchase price of US$2,000,000 payable by Mincom to
Grafoid pursuant to the terms of the RTO will not change. On the completion of the RTO,
Mincom will own 89.95% of the issued and outstanding shares in the capital of Braille Holdings.

Braille Energy Systems Inc. Announces Closing of Reverse Takeover Transaction
During the year ended September 30, 2018, on June 22, 2018, the Company announced that effective
June 21, 2018, the closing of its previously announced reverse takeover and change of business
transaction pursuant to which it acquired a 89.95% equity position in Braille Holdings, as previously
described in its news releases dated October 18, 2016, March 15, 2017, August 2, 2017, August 29,
2017, December 6, 2017 and June 8, 2018, and more particularly set out in its information circular dated
August 28, 2017 (the "Circular"), which is available under the profile of the Company at www.sedar.com.
The Company's common shares resumed trading on the Exchange as a Tier 2 technology issuer under
the symbol "BES" once the TSXV's conditions for listing were satisfied and the TSXV issued its final
exchange bulletin confirming the completion of the RTO.
Reverse Takeover
Pursuant to the RTO, Mincom, Braille Holdings, Braille Battery, and Grafoid entered into a share
purchase agreement dated March 8, 2017, as amended June 8, 2018 whereby Grafoid agreed to sell,
and Mincom agreed to purchase, such issued and outstanding shares of Braille Holdings held by
Grafoid “Braille Holdings Securities’’). The Braille Holdings Securities represent 89.95% of the issued
and outstanding shares in the capital of Braille Holdings. The Purchase Price for the Braille Holdings
Securities was $1,866,272 (which is US$2,000,000) of which $665,000 (which is US$500,000) was paid
in cash on closing, $487,987(which is US$500,000) will be paid by way of interest free promissory note,
and $732,785 (which is US$1,000,000) was paid by the issuance of 10,000,000 Common Shares to
Grafoid from the treasury of Mincom at the Closing. The deemed issue price per Common Share is
$0.13 (which is US$0.10). The Note is interest-free and payable by January 1, 2020 (the "Maturity
Date"). Mincom has the right to repay the Note at any time on or prior to the Maturity Date without
penalty.
Financing
In conjunction with the RTO, Mincom closed a non-brokered financing (the “Financing”) for aggregate
total proceeds of US$1,900,000. The Financing consisted of the issuance of 19,000,000 Units at a price
of US$0.10. Each Unit consists of one (1) Common Share and one (1) Warrant. Each Warrant may be
exercised into one (1) Common Share at $0.18 for a period of 48 months following the Closing of the
Financing. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if at any time after four (4) months and one (1) day following
the Closing, the trading price of the Common Shares on the Exchange is equal to or exceeds $0.30 for
10 consecutive trading days, as evidenced by the price at the close of market, the Company shall be
entitled to notify the holders of Warrants of its intention to force the exercise of the Warrants. Upon
receipt of such notice, the holders of Warrants shall have 30 days to exercise the Warrants, failing which
the Warrants will automatically expire. Common shares issued as part of the Financing are subject to a
4-month and 1 day hold period.
The $0.075 fair value of the issued shares has been determined based on the $0.10 fair value of the
common shares issued as part of the private place and then discounted as a result of the required
escrow period. The escrow common shares will be release in a series of instalments. As a result the
shares fair value have been discounted using a 20.7% discount rate
In addition to the 10,000,000 common shares issued to Grafoid pursuant to the RTO, Grafoid purchased
4,700,000 Units as part of the Financing. At the close of the Financing and RTO, Grafoid controls
14,700,000 common shares representing 31.27% of the Company on an undiluted basis.
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Outstanding Share Capital and Escrow
The Company currently has a total of 47,012,257 common shares issued and outstanding. An
aggregate of 18,756,250 and 1,028,451 options are subject to Escrow.
IIROC Trading Resumption
During the year ended September 30, 2018, on July 26, 2018, an IIROC Trading Resumption was
announced and the Company's common shares resumed trading on the Exchange as a Tier 2
technology issuer under the symbol "BES" (formerly “MOI”), on July 27, 2018, at 9.30 am ET.
Braille Energy Systems Announces the Successful Testing of Its New Group 31 Fleet Lite Lithium
Battery and Fleet Lite Marine Battery
During the year ended September 30, 2018, on August 2, 2018, the Company announced the
successful completion of Braille Battery’s testing for its NEW Group 31 Fleet Lite Lithium Battery and
Fleet Lite Marine Battery with a number of key partners.
BESI expects to roll out its Braille Battery product offerings in a North American wide launch late
summer 2018. The roll out will be supported by both consumer and industry marketing campaigns, to
increase awareness in both the Fleet and Marine markets.
Braille Energy Systems Announces the Completion of Test Trials of Customized Lithium Batteries for
Commercial Drones
During the year ended September 30, 2018, on September 5, 2018 the Company announced the
completion of Braille Battery’s test trials for its customized lithium batteries for commercial drone
applications such as Aerial LiDAR surveys, Aerial Photogrammetry and other Aerial Inspections.
With the market for commercial drones, also known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) projected to
surpass $12 billion in 2021, up by a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.6% from $8.5 billion in
2016, Braille Battery is extremely pleased with the results of its trials and the achievement of meeting
another key milestone.
With the trials demonstrating that Braille Battery batteries provided longer discharge cycles – with
significantly less weight – than the incumbent battery, Braille Battery has secured an initial request to
retrofit existing UAV drones in operation valued at a minimum of US$500,000.
Braille Energy Systems Completes the First Year of its Four-Year Deal as the Exclusive Supplier of
Approved Batteries for the Verizon IndyCar Series
During the year ended September 30, 2018, on September 12, 2018 the Company announced the
successful completion of the first year as the exclusive supplier of approved batteries for the Verizon
IndyCar Series. Braille Battery Inc. is owned 100% by Braille Holdings Inc. and BESI, formerly
Mincom Capital Inc., purchased 89.95% equity interest in Braille Holdings Inc. For more details on the
transaction, please refer to www.sedar.com.
In June 2017, Braille Battery was selected to design and manufacture the bespoke lithium Batteries to
power Verizon IndyCar Series vehicles. With a successful 2017/2018 season secured, Braille is poised
to continue supplying innovative energy solutions as it heads into the 2018/2019 season for its second
of four year deal with this high-performance series.
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Braille Energy Systems Expands Its Manufacturing Capacity with the Opening of a Second
Manufacturing Facility in Kingston, Ontario Canada
Subsequent to the year ended September, on November 8, 2018 the Company announced the opening
of a second manufacturing facility located in Kingston, Ontario, Canada to expand its manufacturing
capacity to energy storage solutions built to meet demands outside of the Performance Automotive
Industry. Braille Battery Inc. is owned 100% by Braille Holdings Inc. and BESI, formerly Mincom Capital
Inc., purchased 89.95% equity interest in Braille Holdings Inc. For more details on the transaction,
please refer to www.sedar.com.
With forecasts calling for the global demand for energy storage to double six times from 2017 to 2030,
the investment in the energy storage space is estimated to be $103 billion over the same time period.
Driven by growing need for efficient and effective energy storage solutions across a number of
industries from Motorsport to Marine, Avionics to Mining, Medical to Military and Rail to Back Up and
Standby – Braille Battery is extremely excited to expand its manufacturing capabilities with its new
facility in Kingston, Ontario Canada. With an established foundation in providing innovative energy
storage solutions for the Performance Automotive Industry, Braille Battery is building on its expertise to
help build out an array of innovative energy storage solutions for these key industries with growing
energy demands.
With contracts already in place to provide lithium batteries for commercial drones and OEM batteries
for a military vehicle manufacturer, Braille Battery is ready to start production immediately to serve the
growing demand for innovative energy solution in Canada, the USA and around the globe.
Braille Energy Announces its Approval as an OEM Lithium Battery Supplier for a Major Military Vehicle
Manufacturer
Subsequent to the year ended September 30, 2018, on November 12, 2018 the Company announced
its selection as the OEM Lithium Battery Supplier for a Major Military Vehicle Manufacturer. Braille
Battery Inc. is owned 100% by Braille Holdings Inc. and BESI, formerly Mincom Capital Inc., purchased
89.95% equity interest in Braille Holdings Inc. For more details on the transaction, please refer to
www.sedar.com.
As more military land vehicles become dependent on technology onboard, their electrical demands
inherently increase. With this increased demand, the conventional energy solutions become less
attractive over the vehicle’s life cycle. Insufficient electrical energy storage can hinder operational
performance when conducting engine-off operations and traditional batteries with low energy
capabilities tend to last for short periods and will have to be regularly recharged.
While most cars and commercial vehicles also experience increased energy demands with new
technologies onboard, military land vehicles carry a unique set of requirements. Batteries on these
vehicles require high energy for off-engine (or ‘silent watch’) energy needs and must deliver high power
for engine starting and load levelling. Additionally, they must also demonstrate an ability to withstand
harsh environmental conditions along with the capacity to meet future energy demands. 1
Given all of this, the current limitations of lead-acid batteries combined with their long charging times
represent significant challenges to the energy demands of off-engine (or silent watch) operations in
military land vehicles. Braille Battery’s proven track record of supplying innovative battery solutions for
high-performance vehicles was critical to its approval as an OEM Lithium Battery supplier for a military
vehicle manufacturer.
Braille Battery Releases the Successful Use Cases of Its GU1R and G30HD Lithium Batteries as
Replacements for the Standard Lead Acid Batteries Supplied in Market Leading EVs
Subsequent to the year ended September 30, 2018, on November 21, 2018 the Company announced
the successful results of recent use cases of its GU1R and G30HD batteries being employed as
replacements for the standard lead acid batteries supplied in consumer owned Tesla EV vehicles.
Braille Battery Inc. is owned 100% by Braille Holdings Inc. and BESI, formerly Mincom Capital Inc.,
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purchased 89.95% equity interest in Braille Holdings Inc. For more details on the transaction, please
refer to www.sedar.com .
Given the growing shift to all electric and plug-in hybrids, it is surprising that many of these vehicles
actually employ lead-acid batteries for starting, lighting and ignition (SLI) functions. It is when they
require high voltage “power assist” functions, that they rely on the nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) and
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) systems they are better known for.
Best-selling hybrid electric vehicles – such as Ford Fusion – use lead-acid batteries for SLI functions
and one of the more prominent, extended-range plug-in hybrids on the market – the Chevy Volt depends on its lead-acid battery for SLI functions and the control of high voltage contactors. This also
occurs at the higher end of the EV brand scale where premium positioned brands, such as Tesla, also
employ lead-acid batteries for SLI functions.
Given this trend, the current limitations of lead-acid batteries combined with their long charging times,
represent significant challenges to the overall efficiency of these EVs. Typically, these aspects are
directly impacted by the presence of the lead-acid batteries. Through the course of normal use, the
inherent nature of the lead-acid battery necessitates recharging from the vehicle's onboard lithium
batteries. This drain of stored energy has the potential to impact the overall range of the lithium batteries.
With the presence of a more efficient, lower cycling lithium battery such as Braille Battery’s GU1R or
G30HD models, the onboard batteries are not taxed as a charging source. This results in increased
efficiencies and may potentially extend the vehicle range. In the recent use cases, Braille Battery
customers reported more efficient charging (approx.10% better) coupled with a longer battery life when
compared to the average of 18 months for the supplied lead-acid battery.
Exploration Activities
Romer Polymetallic (PGE-Au-Cu-Ni) Property
The Romer Polymetalic property (the “Property”) consists of 149 contiguous and two isolated mapdesignated mining claims for a total of 151 claims (total surface area: 6,870.6 ha or 69 km 2). The
Property is located in the Labrador Trough sector of Nunavik, the northern division of the Nord-duQuébec administrative region. The Property straddles the junction between NTS 1:50,000-scale
topographic sheets 24K-03 (Lac Géridot) and 24K-04 (Lac Thévenet), and covers portions of
unpatented townships 5051, 5052 and 5151. It is bound by latitudes 58°06'30" and 58°12'30" North and
longitudes 69°29'00" and 69°38'00" West.
The Property is an early stage exploration project strategically located in the Labrador Trough which is
currently considered one of the highest potential emerging regions of Québec for base (Cu-Zn-Ni) and
precious (Au-PGE) metal mineralizations.
The Property is part of an original group of 13 mineral properties located in the north-central portion of
the Labrador Trough acquired by Focus Metals Inc. (now Focus Graphite Inc.) in 2010 of which one
was acquired from Focus Graphite. The Property encompasses a series of historical base and precious
mineral occurrences situated near Hellancourt and Thévenet Lakes.
The Property lies within the Gérido Zone of the Labrador Trough, which is dominated by deep marine
sediments, volcanics and iron formations of the Koksoak Group intruded by Montagnais Gabbro sills, a
favorable geological context for disseminated or "reef-type" palladium-rich mineralization, copper-zinc
massive sulphides mineralization of Besshi and Sedex types and gold-bearing quartz veins associated
with iron formations mineralizations.
Two important waves of exploration were conducted on the Property. The first, in the 1950s and 1960s
was focused on massive sulphide occurrences. Only limited information on the surveys conducted
during this period is available in government assessment files. The second wave, from 1987 to 2002,
originated from the discovery of anomalous platinum and palladium associated with nickel-copper
mineralization throughout the area, and the subsequent discovery of disseminated palladium-rich
mineralization in the Montagnais Gabbro. Apart from these two waves of exploration activity, only limited
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"boot-and-hammer" prospecting programs were conducted by different groups and there are only four
(4) properly documented drill holes located within the limits of the Property, and only very limited
trenching.
The Property encompasses four significant historical polymetallic mineral occurrences* (source:
Charbonneau, R. and Robillard, I., 2009. Technical Report on the Romer Property in accordance with
National Instrument 43-101, North central part of the Labrador Trough NTS map sheets 24K03 and
24K04; available at www.sedar.com under Focus Graphite Inc., filed May 12, 2010).
St-Pierre Palladium and Bowen Lake Occurrences
o
o
o
o

Discovered by Noranda Exploration Inc. in 1987
Later investigated by Osisko Exploration Ltd and Coleraine Resources Inc. (Kiddie, 2002; GM
60824).
Minutely disseminated sulphides in a leucocratic facies of the Montagnais Gabbro.
Several grab samples** containing anomalous Au, Pt and Pd (e.g. St-Pierre occurrence: 1.49
g/t Pd; 0.57 g/t Pt; Noranda, 2001; GM 60824).

Folding Lake ("Fort-Chimo") Occurrence
o
o
o

Discovery by Frobex Ltd. prior to 1970 (Fisher and Fraser, 1964; GM16751).
A copper and zinc bearing massive to semi-massive sulphide horizon.
1.18% Cu, 0.27% Ni, 1.09 g/t Au, 12.8 g/t Ag and 0.72% Zn over 1.5 m in drill core (Frobex,
1964)

St-Pierre ("Venditelli") Gold Occurrence
o
o
o
o

Discovered in the 1960s by Hollinger North Shore, although not reported
Rediscovered by Noranda Exploration Inc. in 1987 (Woldeabzghi and Dessureault, 1988 (GM
46465); Dessureault and al., 1988 (GM 49488); Dessureault, 1988 (GM47544))
Network of gold bearing quartz veins invading the carbonate facies iron formation of the Middle
Baby Formation.
28 g/t Au in a grab sample** (Noranda 1988; (GM46465)), 11.98 g/t Au over 0.25 m in a channel
sample and 1.78 g/t Au over 1.80 m in drill core (Noranda, 1988; (GM49488)). However,
abundant sampling indicates the erratic nature of the mineralization.

* Cautionary note: The Company has not verified the historic exploration results.
** Grab samples are selective by nature and are unlikely to be representative of the average grade of
the mineralized zone being sampled.
Subsequent to Focus Graphite’s acquisition of the Property in 2010, a short reconnaissance program
was conducted that included prospecting and rock sampling for a total of 305 samples (GM-64970,
Charbonneau, 2010; available at http://sigeom.mrn.gouv.qc.ca/). Several positive results for Au, Pd, Ag
and Cu were obtained confirming historically known showings. The sampling program also highlighted
a new sector of interest for platinum and palladium in the south central part of the Property where a
slightly mineralized gabbro returned 0.672 g/t Pt and 0.577 g/t Pd.
In 2012, Focus Graphite commissioned Geotech Ltd. of Aurora, Ontario, to conduct a helicopter-borne
magnetic and electromagnetic VTEM survey of the Romer property. The Geotech survey was the first
high-definition airborne geophysical survey available for the Property. The magnetic survey results were
expected to help identify potential iron formations and geological structures that could be associated
with gold-bearing quartz vein-type mineralizations. The survey identified over 972 electromagnetic
anomalies forming regional linear trends related to geological units or isolated anomalies which will help
to identify sulphide targets that could be associated with PGE "reef-type" and copper-zinc of
Besshi/Sedex type mineralizations. These targets will form the basis of follow-up ground exploration
programs.
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On July 11, 2014, the Company engaged IOS Service Géoscientifique of Saguenay, Québec, to
manage its exploration field work program for 2014.
2014 Exploration Program
On April 15, 2015, the Company received the final report for the 2014 exploration program fieldwork
conducted on the Romer Project from IOS Service Géoscientifique of Chicoutimi, Québec. Fieldwork
plus mobilization and demobilization to Kuujjuaq were conducted between July 7, 2014, and July 28,
2014. The summer 2014 field program was designed primarily to sample on the Bowen and St-Pierre
Palladium occurrences for platinum group elements (“PGE”) and gold and provide accurate descriptions
as well as to evaluate four other polymetallic showings for gold, PGE, copper and zinc.
One hundred and ninety-one (191) outcrops were located and described; a ground magnetic and
electromagnetic survey was conducted with the use of a portable Beep Mat device over a restricted grid
positioned in the vicinity of the Bowen showing and a total of 288 rock samples were collected over the
six showings (231 grab samples, 57 channel samples).
Rock samples were shipped by Air Cargo to lOS laboratory facilities in Saguenay for crushing and
grinding. The prepared samples were then shipped to ALS Minerals for assaying (in Val-d’Or for
preparation and in Vancouver for assaying), a certified analytical laboratory (ISO/IEC 17025:2005 for
standards). Both IOS and ALS Minerals are independent laboratories. Gold, platinum and palladium
contents were measured by fire assay with a mass spectrometry finish (ALS code: PGM-ICP24), while
the remaining 48 elements were measured by atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) or mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) after multi-acid ("near total') digestion (ALS code: ME-MS61). Samples with
gold values greater than 10 ppm were reanalyzed by fire assay (30 grams splits) with a gravimetric
finish (ALS code: Au-GRA21). Samples with copper and zinc values exceeding 10,000 ppm (1%) were
reanalyzed by atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) after four acid digestion (ALS codes: Cu-OG62
and Zn-OG62). IOS introduced 17 standard samples of the certified reference material UTM-1 for PGE
and gold and 21 blank samples as part of its QA/QC program.
A total of 43 channel samples were collected on the St-Pierre Palladium showing. Of the 43 samples,
41 are two-meter length samples collected from a 82 metre-long channel, and two are from a four metrelong channel. This continuous sampling was performed perpendicular to stratigraphic contacts with the
aim to evaluate the thickness and the continuity of the mineralization. The results highlight the presence
of three horizons (2 to 4 metres thick) enriched in platinum and palladium:

Trench #

Channel 1

2014 Trenching Program Results, St-Pierre Palladium Showing
Azimuth
Total
From
To
Intersection
Pt
Pd
Length
(m)
(m)
Length*
(g/t)
(g/t)
(m)
(m)
N 070
82
6
8
2
0.241
0.795
12
16
4
0.295
0.993
34
38
4
0.164
0.559

Au
(g/t)
0.05
0.07
0.04

*True intersection thicknesses are unknown and are expressed as cumulative channel sample
lengths. However, the trenches crosscut the strike of the mineralized zone envelope at a high angle.
Mineralized Intersections are calculated with Pt+Pd+Au > 1 g/t; there is no internal and external
dilution considered.
An extensive prospecting program consisting of sampling (146 grab samples) as well as combined
ground magnetic and electromagnetic survey using a portable Beep Mat device were completed in the
vicinity of the Bowen occurrence. This work resulted in the discovery of a new rusted zone in outcrop
dominated by pyrrhotite with trace amounts of pyrite and chalcopyrite. The assay results reveal a low
copper content from 0.10 to 0.85 % for 62 of the 146 grab samples** (77 samples grade between 0.01
and 0.1 % Cu). Three (3) zones measuring 50 to 150m by 75 to 100 m that contain several grab
samples** with low enrichment in platinum (from 0.104 to 0.572 g/t) and palladium (from 0.153 to 1.2
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g/t) have been delineated. Four channels were also sampled on the oxidized outcrop zone (for a total
of 11 channel samples) without revealing any significant values for Pt and Pd.
Some grab sampling was also conducted on the four other known polymetallic mineral occurrences of
the Romer project: the Venditelli gold showing (39 samples, also 3 channels samples), the Folding Lake
Cu-Ni-Au showing (18 samples), the Hélancourt Cu-Zn showing (11 samples) and the St-Pierre Nord
gold showing (1 sample). Of these four occurrences only Folding Lake returned interesting assay results
for gold, copper and zinc. Three (3) grab samples taken within a few metre-thick massive sulphide
horizon returned significant gold assays of between 0.47 g/t and 5.76 g/t associated with 0.5% to 2%
copper and 1% to 1.9% Zn. The best grab sample** returned values of 5.7 g/t Au, 2.09% Cu and 1.07%
Zn. The fifteen (15) remaining samples of the Folding Lake showing area did not contain significant
values of gold and zinc and only two returned anomalous copper grades (0.2% and 0.38% Cu).
** Grab samples are selective by nature and are unlikely to be representative of the average grade
of the mineralized zone being sampled. Channel sampling or drilling are required to determine
representative grades.
These results were in accordance with the historical precious and base metals grades reported at StPierre Palladium, Bowen and Folding Lakes showings. Nevertheless, the field work highlighted the
presence of three horizons mineralized in PGE at the St-Pierre showing. This new data about the
geometry of the mineralization will guide future exploration work designed to test the “reef-type” PGE
rich horizon model along the extensions of known mineralization. Although a grouping of elevated
assays is noted at the Bowen occurrence, the real continuity of the mineralization has yet to be
established. Further channel sampling will be required to better delineate the mineralization at the StPierre Palladium and Bowen occurrences.
On April 5, 2018, the Company retained the services of IOS Services Géoscientifiques (IOS) of
Saguenay, Québec to conduct a geological reconnaissance and outcrop sampling program targeting
selected claims located in the east and southwest sectors of the Property which required assessment
work credits. The field reconnaissance program was carried from April 11 to 18 using a single IOS crew
composed of one geologist and one assistant. Of the 59 claims targeted for reconnaissance prospecting
and mapping, 39 are located in the eastern half of the Romer property, 18 are located in the southern
portion of the property and two (2) claims form an isolated block located approximately 8 km to the west
of the northwest corner of the property. All but the last two claims were surveyed and a total of 52 rock
samples (29 grab and 23 channel) were collected for petrographic study and for automated scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) analysis of polished thin sections.
On July 4, 2018, the Company received IOS’ technical report on the geological reconnaissance of the
Romer project carried out in April. IOS prepared polished thin sections from 30 of the 52 rock grab and
channel samples. Results from the petrographic study indicate the dominant sample compositions are
metagabbro and metabasalt which are strongly uralitized but little deformed. Other identified lithofacies
include monzogabbro and quartz monzogabbro; olivine bearing and quartz diorite; quartz granodiorite,
and argillaceous metasediments rich in chlorite and biotite. Three samples contained anomalous
pyrrhotite (Po) (4-6% Po) in the form of small scattered and irregular clusters (samples 92590528
(basalt), 92590538 (basalt) and 92590543 (coarse grained basalt or gabbro)), while a granodiorite
occurrence where duplicate 30 cm-long channel samples were collected (samples 92590544 and
92590545) contained pyrrhotite stringers and semi-massive pyrrhotite lenses with 10-20% Po. Other
samples contained minor pyrite along with traces of other sulphide minerals including pentlandite,
marcasite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite and/or galena. No visible traces of platinum-palladium (Pt-Pd) group
metals were observed.
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The automated SEM analysis of the 30 polished thin sections documented the presence in selected
samples of micron-sized particles of the following minerals: galena as inclusions in other sulphide
minerals, principally pyrrhotite and pyrite; pentlandite in association with Ni-bearing pyrite; free gold and
a platinum group mineral embedded in pyrrhotite grains; palladium telluride, mercury telluride, silver
telluride and lead telluride particles; selenide; and glaucodot, an unusual cobalt-iron-arsenic sulfide
mineral. The significance of these trace minerals as inclusions in sulphide minerals in the context of
exploration for precious (Au-PGE) or base (Cu-Zn-Ni) deposits at Romer is uncertain and warrants
further investigation.
Update for the Quarter Ended September 30, 2018
No exploration work was conducted at the Romer property during the quarter ended September 30,
2018.
Romer Property Claims Status
On May 1, 2018, the Company applied to the Québec MERN to renew all 151 CDC claims forming the
Romer property (total renewal cost: $19,968.24). Subsequent to the quarter ended September 30, 2018,
on October 30, 2018, the Company received official confirmation from the MERN of successful renewal
on e-GESTIM of all 151 CDC claims. The Romer property claims are now in good standing until July
2020.The total capitalized exploration expenditures incurred on the claim block to date (net of tax credits
and mining duties) are $Nil. During the year the Company wrote down the Romer property to $Nil
($1,000,000 in acquisition costs and $278,724 exploration and evaluation assets), following the change
of BESI’s business activity after purchasing Braille Battery Inc in June 2018. Management will continue
to maintain the claims on the property.
Exploration and Development Outlook
BESI is currently looking to sell or option the Romer property to another qualified mining company.
Qualified Person
The above scientific and technical information regarding exploration activities as defined in National
Instrument (NI) 43-101 s. 1.1, was reviewed and approved by Marc-André Bernier, M.Sc., géo.,
(Québec) and P.Geo. (Ontario), a consultant for the Company and a Qualified Person under NI 43-101
guidelines.
Battery Manufacturing and Energy Storage Operations
Principal Products, Services, and Operations
BESI’s core business is Braille Battery’s battery manufacturing and energy storage solutions
operations. This Florida-based company is the pioneer of a complete line of lightweight high-powered
battery systems for the professional motor sports industry and transportation market. Braille Battery
developed the world's first commercially available automotive lithium starting battery and has grown to
become the highest volume producer of automotive lithium starting batteries.
Braille Battery’s technological achievements include battery containment using composite technologies;
thermal management, high amperage solutions, high vibration designs, novel battery chemistries,
battery controls and dual use chemistries. Braille Battery's ISO compliant manufacturing facility houses
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management offices, design and engineering, research and development, manufacturing, logistics and
fulfillment. Braille is an FDA manufacturer and is GSA / CCR registered.
Braille Battery's achievements include numerous firsts in the industry, among them: development of the
first carbon fiber battery; first Lithium-Ion automotive original equipment starting battery; first carbon LiIon battery; first European Community RoHS environmentally approved automotive battery; first lithium
battery to win a Formula 1 Championship; first lithium battery to win Daytona 500, NASCAR and Le
Mans Championships, and; the first Lithium Iron Phosphate energy storage solution for the U.S. defense
industry.
Principal Products and Services
Braille Battery manufactures its own lithium-ion battery line and distributes a full multi-level line of
batteries and accessories pre-assembled by a network of suppliers. Braille Battery’s products are sold
through distributors and on-line, to individuals and companies for the automotive racing industry. Prior
to the Company’s purchase of its interest in Braille Battery, Braille Battery’s revenues were
approximately US$2 million in 2014 and decreased to US$1.86 million in 2015 and remaining at the
same level in 2016 and 2017 at approximately US$1.86 million. Revenue for the 2018 fiscal year was
approximately $2.5M of which $691,201 was recognized in the 101 days after BESI acquired its interest
in Braille and the year ended September 30, 2018. The revenue is aligned with the forecasted revenue.
Operations
Braille Battery assembles its products at its facility in Sarasota, Florida by combining prefabricated
components delivered by third-party suppliers and in-house fabricated components. Braille Battery
offers custom designed battery application solutions. Customers can input their specific requirements
for a custom battery and Braille Battery will assemble the product to the customers’ specifications.
Braille Battery’s manufacturing and assembly operations are located in Sarasota Florida. Machinery
and equipment required to operate the business are owned and leased by Braille Battery. Raw materials
and component parts are widely available. Battery cells and parts are purchased from a network of
approximately twenty-two different suppliers.
Braille Battery is the exclusive battery provider for a number of professional auto racing series, including
Indycar, DTM, SuperGT and Australian V8 Supercars, along with many of the prototypes and GT cars
in the IMSA TUDOR sports car series. Braille Battery is also a supplier to teams in NASCAR, Formula
1, Open Wheel, Drag Racing, Rally, and SCCA. Braille Battery’s brand names include Micro-lite, Greenlite, Super 16 Volt Lithium, Intensity, Intensity Carbon, and Fleet-lite. Its AGM brands include:
Endurance Series, Carbon AGM and Lightweight AGM.
Braille Battery has 8 employees in administrative, marketing, sales, and manufacturing departments all
located in Sarasota.
Market
Braille Battery manufactures, markets and sells Lithium and AGM battery and charging solutions to
industries requiring light-weight, fast-charging, high-capacity, long runtime, safe, dependable energy
systems. The main market segment to which Braille Battery sells its principal products is the automotive
racing industry. This includes professional racing series, individual professional racing teams, and
amateurs and hobbyists.
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Braille Battery Marketing and Strategies
Braille Battery products are marketed through direct sales, participation in industry events and trade
shows, including the Daytona 500 and the SEMA Show. Braille Battery has adopted a tiered pricing
policy. Market prices are offered to retail customers, and discounts are provided on volume orders by
wholesalers, distributors, and dealers. Braille Battery batteries are designed, intended, promoted, sold
and warrantied in street and race vehicles, where many companies void warranty when used in racing
applications.
Competitive Conditions
Braille Battery’s direct competitors are other light weight lithium ion battery producers: Smart Battery,
Optima (Johnson Controls), Odyssey (Enersys), XS Power, Super B, Lithium Pros. Braille Battery also
competes, indirectly lead acid battery companies such as East Penn and Crown.
Braille Battery products are priced as premium products. In the lightweight AGM line, Braille Battery
offers more power (pound for pound) compared to competitors. In the lithium market, Braille Battery’s
lithium batteries are used in more original equipment manufacturer (OEM) factory race cars and
professional race series and is the only lithium battery to have a less than 1% failure rate year after
year compared to the typical “consumer grade” lithium batteries sold by other companies.
Political conditions which embrace non-traditional energy storage devices, such as lithium ion batteries
will encourage new competitors into the marketplace specifically in Europe and China.
Braille Battery Future Developments
BESI plans to expand Braille Battery’s market penetration into a wider range of market segments that
require light weight, high-performing energy solutions, using scientifically advanced materials. To this
end, during the year ended September 30, 2018, Braille Battery;
-completed the testing for its NEW Group 31 Fleet Lite Lithium Battery and Fleet Lite Marine Battery
with a number of key partners and plans to roll out its product offerings in a North American wide launch
in the coming months. The roll out will be supported by both consumer and industry marketing
campaigns, to increase awareness in both the Fleet and Marine markets.
-completed test trials for its customized lithium batteries for commercial drone applications such as
Aerial LiDAR surveys, Aerial Photogrammetry and other Aerial Inspections. The trials demonstrated
that Braille Battery batteries provide longer discharge cycles and are significantly lighter in weight. As
a result the Company secured an initial request to retrofit existing UAV drones in operation valued at a
minimum of US$500,000.
- the Company was selected as the OEM Lithium Battery Supplier for a major military vehicle
manufacturer
-the Company’s GU1R and G30HD batteries were successfully used as replacements for the
standard lead acid batteries supplied in market leading electric vehicles, specifically in consumer
owned Tesla EV vehicles
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Financial Information
The following selected financial data is derived from the audited annual financial statements of the
Company for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2018 and 2017 that were prepared in accordance
with IFRS.
Selected Financial Information
Year
Ended
September 30,
2018
$

Year
Ended
September 30,
2017
$

Year
Ended
September 30,
2016
$

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Revenue
Costs of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Operations expenses
Other Income
Net Loss
Total Comprehensive Loss
Basic and Diluted Loss per Common Share

691,201
(845,317)
(154,116)
(1,212,920)
(2,528,904)
(2,524,860)
-0.10

(325,745)
(325,745)
(325,745)
-0.02

(135,503)
1,318
(134,185)

Basic and Diluted Weighted-Average
Number of Common Shares Outstanding

26,116,367

Statement of Cash Flows
Cash Flows Used in Operating Activities
Cash Flows (Used in) From Investing Activities
Cash Flows From Financing Activities
Increase (Decrease) in Cash

(1,178,929)
(683,552)
2,454,508
592,027

(185,689)
(502)
81,403
(104,788)

(181,914)
76,376
(105,538)

September 30,
2018
$

September 30,
2017
$

September 30,
2016
$

621,845
150,759
242,900
3,669,831
805,887
1,656,825

2,457
5,933
1,000,000
206,454
1,423,652
327,894
1,014,355

107,245
1,000,000
205,952
1,354,674
1,340,100

As at
Statement of Financial Position
Cash
Trade and Other Receivables
Inventory
Mineral Exploration Properties
Exploration and Evaluation Assets
Total Assets
Current liabilities
Shareholders' Equity

18,012,257

-0.01

18,012,257

Dividend Payment
Since its incorporation, the Company has not paid any dividends on its outstanding common shares.
Any future dividend payment will depend on the Company`s financial needs to fund its battery
manufacturing and energy storage operations and exploration and development programs, future
growth, and any other factors the board may deem necessary to consider. It is highly unlikely that any
dividends will be paid in the near future.
Results of Operations for the Year Ended September 30, 2018
Cost of Goods Sold and Operating Expenses
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company realized a net loss of $2,528,904
representing $0.10 loss per share (compared to a loss of $325,745 in 2017 representing $0.02 loss per
share). The total comprehensive loss for the year ended September 30, 2018 was $2,524,860
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(compared to $325,745 in 2017).This is attributed to BESI, formerly Mincom Capital Inc, recognizing an
expense of $1,278,724, following the write down of the Romer property asset to $Nil after BESI changed
its business activity following its acquisition of Braille Battery from Grafoid.
The increase in the losses from operations was mainly attributed to:
-

Consulting fees for the year ended September 30, 2018, were $518,445 (compared to
$36,019 in 2017). The increase in the consulting fees is attributed to the increased
number of consultants engaged to work on the transaction with Grafoid.

-

Salaries and benefits expense for the year ended September 30, 2018, were $159,539
(compared to $Nil in 2017). The increase in salaries and benefits is attributed to the
expense associated with Braille’s eight employees recognized following the close of
the transaction with Grafoid and the subsequent consolidation of the financial
statements of Braille to BESI’s financials. Mincom had no employees in fiscal year
2017.

-

Travel and promotion expense for the year ended September 30, 2018, were $64,926
(compared to $Nil in 2017). The increase is attributed to the shows and conferences
Braille attended to improve the profile of its product offering, prior to the acquisition,
Mincom did not attend conferences and shows.

-

Filing fees for the year ended September 30, 2018, were $41,362 (compared to $9,215
in 2017). The increase is attributed to the filings related to the Company’s transaction
with Grafoid

-

The Company recognized expenses totaling $216,650 for the year ended September
30, 2018, which consist of $62,161 for the bank charges and interest, $69,086 for
insurance, $43,863 for rent and utilities, $26,132 for office expenses, and $15,408 for
telephone and internet services (compared to $Nil in 2017). These expenses were
attributed to the consolidation of the financial statements of Braille Battery with those
for BESI following the close of BESI’s transaction with Grafoid.

-

Depreciation of intangible assets for the year ended September 30, 2018, were $6,561
(compared to $Nil in 2017). The increase is attributed to the amortization of intangible
assets (trademarks, technologies, and customer relations), recognized following the
close of the transaction with Grafoid on June 21, 2018

During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company’s cost of goods sold were $845,317
(compared to $Nil in 2017). The change is attributed to the Company closing its transaction with Grafoid
and acquiring 89.95% equity interest in Braille Holdings on June 21, 2018 and subsequently changing
its name as disclosed above in the ‘Nature of Business” and “Corporate Developments Highlights’
sections and in Note 4 to the consolidated financial statements for year ended September 30, 2018 and
the subsequent consolidation of the financial statements for Braille Holdings and BESI were
consolidated.
Revenue and Other Income
During the ended September 30, 2018, the Company recognized revenues totalling $691,201
(compared to $Nil in 2017) prior to the close of the above-referenced transaction and the subsequent
consolidation of the financial statements of the revenue generating energy systems technology
company and the mineral exploration company.
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Quarterly Information
The following selected financial data is derived from the unaudited interim financial statements of the
Company, which were prepared in accordance with IFRS.
Period Ended

30/09/18
30/06/18
31/03/18
31/12/17
30/09/17
30/06/17
31/03/17
31/12/16

Other Income

Net Loss

Loss per share

$

$

$
(0.10)
(0.005)
(0.003)
(0.003)
(0.010)
(0.010)
(0.004)
(0.004)

5,649
-

(2,528,904)
(116,548)
(59,017)
(53,408)
(132)
(183,062)
(67,409)
(75,142)

-

During the quarter ended June 30, 2017, net loss recorded was $183,062, which is high
compared to those recognized in previous quarters after the Company commenced operations
as a Tier 2 mineral exploration entity. The increased expenses for the quarter were a result of
the Company’s ongoing transaction to acquire all Braille Holdings Inc. shares owned by Grafoid
Inc. representing 75% equity interest in Braille Holdings.

-

During the quarter ended June 30, 2018, on June 21, 2018, the Company acquired an
89.95% ownership interest in Braille Holdings which wholly-owns Braille Battery, an
established battery-manufacturing and energy storage company supplying batteries to the
professional motor sports industry, based out of Sarasota, Florida. The acquisition signifies
a change of business for the Company, with Braille Battery’s operations now being the core
business of BESI. In consideration for the 89.95% ownership interest in Braille, the Purchase
Price for the Braille Securities is $1,866,272 (which is US$2,000,000) of which $665,000
(which is US$500,000) was paid in cash on closing, $487,987 (which is US$500,000) will be
paid by way of interest free promissory note (the "Note"), and $732,785 (which is
US$1,000,000) will be paid by the issuance of 10,000,000 Common Shares to Grafoid from
the treasury of Mincom at the Closing. The deemed issue price per Common Share is $0.13
(which is US$0.10). The Note will be interest-free and payable by January 1, 2020 (the
"Maturity Date"). Mincom will have the right to repay the Note at any time on or prior to the
Maturity Date without penalty (Refer to Note 4 of the consolidated financial statements for
the year ended June 30, 2018 for additional disclosure).

-

During the quarter ended September 30, 2018, the Company wrote down the Romer property
to $Nil ($1,000,000 in acquisition cost and $278,724 in exploration and evaluation assets).

Liquidity and Capital Resources
The Company has a working capital at September 30, 2018, of $373,274 including $621,845 in cash
and current liabilities totalling $805,887 due within the next 12 months, as compared to a working
capital deficit of $110,696 at September 30, 2017. The change in the financial position is attributed to
the consolidation following the transaction with Grafoid (Refer to the Corporate Development section
for details).
BESI’s budget, on a consolidated basis with Braille Holdings (following the close of the transaction
whereby the Company purchased 89.95% interest in Braille Holdings from Grafoid as announced
during the quarter ended June 30, 2018) for the next fiscal year will be $3.3M. The budget covers
the operation expenditures of Braille Battery, Braille Holdings’ wholly owned subsidiary, and
administration and mineral exploration expenditures at the Romer project. The Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern is dependent on Braille Battery’s revenues generated from the battery
sales, as well as additional financing, through various means including but not limited to equity
financing, to operate its battery company, discharge its current liabilities, meet its corporate
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administrative expenses and to continue its exploration and research activities. As a result of past
losses and the need for positive operations and financing, there are material uncertainty and no
assurance can be given that any such additional financing will be available or that, it can be obtained
on terms favourable to the Company. Failure to achieve additional financing could have a material
adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition and / or results of operations. The Company
raised $2,528,900 (which is US$1,900,000) from its equity financing concurrent with its acquisition
of 89.95% equity interest in Braille Holdings. Braille Holdings expects to generate approximately
$2,700,000 in battery sales in the next fiscal year.
In assessing whether the going concern assumption is appropriate, management takes into account
all available information about the future, which is at least, but not limited to, twelve months from the
end of the reporting period. This assessment is based upon planned actions that may or may not
occur for a number of reasons including the Company’s own resources and external market
conditions.
Contractual Obligations and Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
As of September 30, 2018, the Company has no off balance sheet arrangements and no contractual
obligations.
Commitment and Proposed Transactions
As of September 30, 2018, and as of the date of this report the Company did not have any
commitments outstanding except for the following;

-

-

$286,651 penalty payable to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) following the
assessment of a civil penalty. The penalty is interest free and payable in installments as
disclosed in Note 18 of the annual audited financial statements for the year ended
September 30, 2018
US$500,000 to Grafoid as partial cash consideration owed for the purchase of 89.95%
equity interest in Braille Holdings

There are no undisclosed pending proposed transactions that would materially affect the
performance or operation of the Company.
Related Party Transactions
Grafoid
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company charged Grafoid Inc. (“Grafoid”), which
shares common management, $82,417 for Grafoid’s portion of shared professional and legal fees
incurred in connection with the Company’s pending acquisition of Braille Battery Inc. (Note 4). As at
September 30, 2018, $60,298 (including HST), is included in amounts due from related parties
($145,379 as at September 30, 2017).
Mistura Beauty Products Ltd.
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company charged Mistura Beauty Solutions Inc., a
private beauty solutions company partially-owned by an Officer and Director of the Company, $1,086
for shipping expenses incurred. As at September 30, 2018 an amount of $1,227 (including HST), is
included in due from related parties ($Nil as at September 30, 2017).
JAG Sky Inc.
As at September 30, 2018, the Company has prepaid $33,000 to JAG Sky Inc for advance
flight hours, a private air charter services company wholly-owned by an Officer and Director of the
Company, for air travel to be used in the potential sale of the Romer mineral property. Since there
is no scheduled flight to be taken at year end, the entire amount has been classified to be included
in amounts due from related parties ($33,000 as at September 30, 2017 in prepaids).
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9174893 Canada Inc.
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company was charged $47,779 by 9174893
Canada Inc. (“9174893 Canada”), a privately-held company owned by a Director of the Company,
for consulting fees. With the acquisition of Braille Battery, the company assumed an amount of
164,987 due to 9174893 Canada for outstanding consulting fees. The entire amount assumed, has
been repaid paid during the year end. As at September 30, 2018, an amount of $15,600 (including
HST) is included in amounts due to related parties ($37,395 as at September 30, 2017).
Grafoid
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company was charged $25,050 by Grafoid Inc.
(“Grafoid”), which shares common management, for other general shared costs. Also, during the
year ended September 30, 2018, the Company was charged $397,650 by Grafoid Inc. (“Grafoid”),
which shares common management, for its portion of shared professional and consulting services
incurred in connection with the Company’s acquisition of Braille (Note 4). As at September 30, 2018,
an amount of $374,167 is included in amounts due to related parties ($457 as at September 30,
2017).
Focus Graphite Inc.
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company was charged $10,000(2017 – $15,000)
by Focus Graphite Inc. (“Focus”), which shares common management, for accounting and
administrative services and other administrative expenses. During the year ended September 30,
2018, the Company was charged $743(2017- $Nil) by Focus for a portion of a telephone expenses.
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company was charged $29,500 (2017- $Nil) by
Focus for a portion of a salary expenses in relation to time spent by Focus employee on the Braille
Battery purchase by the Company. As at September 30, 2018, an amount of $40,339 (including
HST) is included in amounts due to related parties ($16,950 as at September 30, 2017).
GGTC Inc. (formerly 9229205 Ontario Inc.)
The Company currently leases space on a monthly basis from GGTC Inc. (formerly 9229205 Ontario
Inc.) (“GGTC”), a privately-held company owned by two Directors of the Company. This lease
arrangement started in July 2018 for approximately two years, the Company is charged $6,500 per
month (net of taxes). During the year ended September 30, 2018, GGTC charged the Company
$19,500 in lease expenses. As at September 30, 2018, included in amounts due to related parties
was an amount of $22,035 (including HST) (2017 - $NIL).
JAG Equipment Leasing Inc. (formerly 2395141 Ontario Inc.)
The Company used to lease equipment on a monthly basis from JAG Equipment Leasing Inc.
(formerly 2395141 Ontario Inc). (“JAG Equipment”), a privately-held company owned by two
Directors of BESI. This lease ended in July 2017. As at September 30, 2018, included in amounts
due to related parties was an amount of $45,308 (2017 - $NIL) due to JAG Equipment.
Thombeth Holdings Inc.
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company was charged $32,623 by Thombeth
Holdings Inc. (“Thombeth”), a privately-held company owned by a Director of the Company, for
consulting fees. As at September 30, 2018, an amount of $43,456 (including HST) is included in
amounts due to related parties ($NIL as at September 30, 2017).
Loan from Officer
As at September 30, 2018, included in amounts due to related parties is an amount of $92,568 due
to an Officer of the Company ($81,403 as at September 30, 2017). The amount relates to a loan of
$85,327, accrued interest of $10,908 and loss on foreign exchange of $3,666. The loan provided in
US dollars, was given to the Company to provide working capital and is repayable on May 31, 2019.
The loan bears interest at a rate of 10% per annum. During the year ended September 30, 2018,
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the officer charged the Company interest $4,431 (2017- $2,811). During the year ended September
30, 2018, the Company made no loan repayments (2017 - $Nil).
As at September 30, 2018, included in amounts due to related parties is an amount of $40,000 due
to an Officer of the Company ($Nil as at September 30, 2017). The amount relates to a loan of
$40,000. The loan agreement entered by the Company and the Officer on April 10,2018. The loan
is repayable on Feb 1, 2023. The loan is non interest bearing and does not have a repayment date.
The Company was charged a one time 10% setup fee due on the inception of the loan agreement.
During the year ended September 30, 2018, the officer charged the Company interest $4,000 (2017$Nil) which is the 10% setup fee.
As at September 30, 2018, included in amounts due to related parties is an amount of $45,508 due
to an Officer of the Company ($Nil as at September 30, 2017). The amount relates to a loan of
$50,992. The loan agreement entered by the Company and the Officer on February 1, 2018 from
converting an outstanding balance of consulting fees of $50,992 as at Jan 31, 2018 in consulting
fees due to the Officer. The loan is repayable on Feb 1, 2023. The loan bears interest at a rate of
10% per annum and one time 2% setup fee due on the inception of the loan agreement. During the
year ended September 30, 2018, the officer charged the Company interest $4,262 (2017- $Nil) which
includes the 2% setup fee. During the year ended September 30, 2018, the Company made loan
repayments totaling $8,667 (2017 - $Nil).
Included in the net assets acquired through the acquisition of Braille Holdings In., was loans from
Officers of the Company totaling $240,911. The loans were non-interest bearing and were not
subject to any repayment terms. The entire loan balance was repaid to three Officers of the Company
totaling $240,911, during the year ended September 30, 2018.
Grafoid Inc.
On June 21, 2018, the Company acquired Braille Battery from Grafoid. As a part of consideration,
$499,157 (US$500,000) is due in the form of a promissory note on January 1, 2020. As at September
30, 2018, an amount of $532,917 is included in amounts due to related parties – long term ($NIL as
at September 30, 2017). During the year ended September 30, 2018, an accretion interest expense
of $33,760 (2017 - $NIL) was recorded. The promissory note is carried at a discount. A discount rate
of 20.7% was used.
Key Management Compensation
The following table reflects compensation of key management personnel (Directors and Officers of
the Company):

Year
Year
ended
ended
September 30, 2018 September 30, 2017
$
$
Consulting fees (1)

503,072

36,000

503,072

36,000

(1) As at September 30, 2018, $59,059 is included in amounts due to related parties (2017 – $37,395
in accounts payable and accrued liabilities).
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Outstanding Share Data
Common shares and convertible securities outstanding at February 12, 2019 consist of the following:
Securities

Expiry Date

Exercise Price

Number of Securities
Outstanding

Common shares

-

-

47,012,257

Warrants

June 25, 2022

$0.18

19,000,000

Options

February 6, 2022

$0.10

1,028,451

Risk Exposure and Management
The Company is exposed to a certain amount of risks at different levels. The type of risk and the
way the exposure is managed are described hereafter.
Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as interest rates, foreign exchange rates and
equity prices will affect the Company’s income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments.
The objective of market risk management is to manage and control market risk exposures within
acceptable parameters, while optimizing the return.
Credit, Liquidity, Interest Rate Risk and Currency Risk
The Company thoroughly examines the various financial risks to which it is exposed and assesses the
impact and likelihood of those risks. These risks include credit risk, liquidity risk and interest rate risk.
Where material, these risks are reviewed and monitored by the Board of Directors.
Credit Risk Analysis
Credit risk is the risk that a counterparty fails to discharge an obligation to the Company. The
Company is exposed to this risk for various financial instruments.
The Company has certain trade receivables that have not been settled by the contractual due date
but are not considered to be impaired.
The Company continuously monitors defaults of customers and other counterparties and
incorporates this information into its credit risk controls. Where available at reasonable cost, external
credit ratings and/or reports on customers and other counterparties are obtained and used. The
Company’s policy is to deal only with creditworthy counterparties.
It is management’s opinion that the Company is not exposed to significant credit risk. Credit risk for
cash is considered negligible, since the counterparties are reputable banks with high quality external
credit ratings. In respect of trade receivables, the Company is not exposed to significant credit risk
to any single counterparty. Trade receivables consist of a large number of customers in various
industries and geographical areas. Based on historical information about customer default rates
Management considers the credit quality of trade receivables that are not past due or impaired to be
good. Credit risk is mitigated by requiring new customers to either prepay their sales orders in
advance or apply for short term credit by going through the Company’s credit evaluation and
monitoring system. In respect to amounts due from related parties, the company is not exposed to
significant significant risk because the Officers and Directors who own the companies have
committed to repay the amounts due.
None of the Company’s financial assets are secured by collateral or other credit enhancements.
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Management considers that all the above financial assets that are not impaired or past due for each
of the reporting dates are of good credit quality.
Liquidity Risk Analysis
Liquidity risk is that the Company might be unable to meet its obligations. The Company manages
its liquidity needs by monitoring cash inflows and outflows due in day-to-day business. The Company
considers expected cash flows from financial assets in assessing and managing liquidity risk. The
Company had a working capital of $373,274 as at September 30, 2018 (working capital deficiency
of $110,696 as at September 30, 2017), including $621,845 in cash. The Company will require
additional financing, through various means including but not limited to equity financing, to support
its operations. There is no assurance that the Company will be successful in raising the additional
required funds.
The Company has current liabilities of $805,887 ($327,894 as at September 30, 2017) due within
twelve months.
The contractual maturities that potentially face liquidity risk are the following:
-

As at September 30, 2018 there is a balance of $249,841(2017 - $NIL)
remaining of which $31,787 will be paid with in next 5 months and the remaining
$218,054 will be due in the next 1-3 years.
▪ Current:
• $31,787 (US$25,000) payable on or before the 1st day
of March 2019
▪ Long term:
• $61,328 (US$50,000) payable on or before December
31, 2019
• $99,852 (US$85,000) payable on or before December
31, 2020
• $56,874 (US$50,000) payable on or before September
30, 2021

-

Note Payable $524,329 (US$500,000) to Grafoid in connection to the purchase
of Braille Battery due within 2 years.

Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market interest rates. The Company’s financial assets exposed to interest rate risk include
any cash held in investment savings accounts bearing variable interest rates. The Company has not
entered into any derivative contracts to manage this risk. The Company’s policy as it relates to its cash
balances is to invest excess cash in savings bank account.
The Company has limited exposure to financial risk arising from fluctuations in variable interest rates
earned on cash given the low interest rates currently in effect and the low volatility of these rates.
Currency Risk
The Company’s mineral interest is located in Quebec, Canada as such the Company’s exposure to
foreign exchange fluctuation is minimal and the associated risk is also minimal as most of the Company’s
activities are transacted in Canada.
Following the acquisition of Braille Battery, the Company’s foreign currency transactions are
translated into the presentation currency of the respective entity, using the exchange rates prevailing
at the dates of the transactions (spot exchange rate). Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting
from the settlement of such transactions and from the remeasurement of monetary items
denominated in foreign currency at year-end exchange rates are recognised in profit or loss.
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Foreign currency denominated financial assets and liabilities which expose the Company to currency
risk are disclosed below. The amounts shown are those reported to key management translated into
Canadian dollars at the closing rate at September 30, 2018:

Short-term exposure
USD
(in Canadian dollars)
$

Long-term exposure
USD
(in Canadian dollars)
$

554,864
(629,886)

(976,123)

(75,022)

(976,123)

Financial assets
Financial liabilities
Total exposure

The following table illustrates the sensitivity of net loss in regards to the Company’s financial assets
and financial liabilities and the USD/CAD exchange rate, assuming all other things being equal. It
assumes a +/- 10% change of the USD/CAD exchange rates at September 30, 2018. The sensitivity
analysis is based on the Company’s foreign currency financial instruments held at each reporting
date.
If the Canadian dollar had strengthened against the USD by 10% then this would have had the
following impact:

Loss for the year
Equity
USD
USD
(in Canadian dollars) (in Canadian dollars)
$
$
September 30, 2018

(11,198)

(11,198)

If the Canadian dollar had weakened against the USD by 10% then this would have had the following
impact:

Loss for the year
USD
(in Canadian dollars)
$
September 30, 2018

11,198

Equity
USD
(in Canadian dollars)
$
11,198

Exposures to foreign exchange rates vary during the period depending on the volume of
transactions. Nonetheless, the analysis above is considered to be representative of the Company’s
exposure to currency risk.
Capital Management
The Company manages its capital to ensure its ability to continue as a going concern and to provide
an adequate return to its shareholders. The Company monitors capital on the basis of the carrying
amount of equity, less cash as presented on the face of the statement of financial position. Management
assesses the Company’s capital requirements in order to maintain an efficient overall financing
structure while avoiding excessive leverage. The Company manages the capital structure and makes
adjustments to it in the light of changes in economic conditions and the risk characteristics of the
underlying assets. In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Company may issue new
shares or sell assets.
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Properties Titles
According to the mining law and regulations of the Province of Quebec, the Company, to renew its
claims, must do a minimum of exploration expenditures and pay to the Quebec government a rent
per claim for every 2- year renewal period. To ensure the Company’s mineral claims are kept in good
standing, the Company engaged the services of a third party professional mineral claim management
entity to manage the renewal of its mineral claims.
Additional Financing
In the future, additional funds will be required to finance the exploration or development work on
the Company’s properties, to pay for the renewal of the claims forming the property and to cover the
costs of managing the Company. The main sources of funds available to the Company are the issuance
of additional shares or the sale of interests in its property. There can be no assurance that the Company
will be successful in its efforts to arrange additional financing on terms satisfactory to the Company.
Conditions of the Industry in General
The exploration and development of mineral resources involve significant risks. Although the discovery
of a deposit can prove extremely lucrative, few properties where exploration and development work are
conducted progress to producing mines. Significant expenditures are necessary to find and establish
reserves, carry out the metallurgical processes and build the processing plant and mining operations. It
is not possible to provide assurance that the exploration and development programs contemplated by
the Company will generate a profitable mine.
Economic viability of a deposit depends on many factors, of which some are due to the particular
characteristics of the deposit, in particular its size, its average grade of the base and precious metals,
and its proximity to infrastructure as well as the cyclic character of the prices of base and precious metals
as well as governmental regulations, royalties, limits of production, import and export of minerals and
protection of the environment. The impact of these factors cannot be evaluated in a precise way, but
their effect can negatively impact the project’s potential profitability.
Mining activities comprise a high risk. The activities of the Company are subject to all the dangers and
the risks usually dependent on the exploration and the development, including the unusual and
unforeseen geological formations, explosions, collapses, floods and other situations which can occur
during drilling and the removal of material and of which any could cause physical or material or
environmental injuries and, possibly, legal responsibility.
Government Regulation
The activities of the Company are subject to, among others, various federal, provincial, state, and local
laws, which relate to the exploration and development, tax, standard of work, disease and occupational
safety, the safety in mines, toxic substances, and protection of the environment.
The exploration and development activities are subject to legislative measures mandated by federal,
provincial, state, and local governments to the protection of the environment. These laws impose high
standards on the mining industry, in order to control the waste material from the exploration,
development, production, and processing related activities on projects and reduce or eliminate possible
environmental impacts.
Risks of Lawsuits and No Insurable Risks
The Company could be held responsible for pollution or for other risks against which it could not be
insured or against which it could choose not to be insured, being given the high cost of the premiums
or for other reasons. The payment of sums in this respect could involve the loss of the assets of the
Company.
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Conflicts of Interests
Some of the directors and officers of the Company are also engaged as directors or officers of other
companies involved in the exploration and development of mineral resources. Such engagement could
result in conflicts of interest. When a conflict of interest exists, the affected directors and/or officers
declare their interest and abstain from voting on any resolution in which they have a conflict of interest.
Permits, Licences, and Authorizations
The activities of the Company require obtaining and maintaining permits and licences from various
governmental authorities. The Company considers that it holds all the permits and licences required
for its exploration activities; it currently carries on, in accordance with the relevant laws and by-laws.
Changes brought to the by-laws could affect these permits and licences. Nothing guarantees that
the Company can obtain all the permits and all the necessary licences in order to continue its
exploration and development activities, to build mines and processing plants and exploit any future reserves.
Moreover, if the Company begins the exploitation of a project, it will have to obtain the necessary mine
permits and licences and to conform to all the required obligations concerning the use of water,
removal of waste, etc. It cannot be guaranteed that the Company will be able to obtain these permits
and licences, nor that it will be able to conform to their requirements.
Dependence on the Management
The Company is dependent on its management team. The loss of i t s
unfavourable impact on the Company.

services could have an

Price of Precious and Base Metals
The price of the Company’s common shares, its financial results, and its future exploration and
development activities may be negatively impacted by a fall of the price of precious and base metals.
This may also impact the Company’s ability to finance its activities on favourable terms. The Company
has no control over the fluctuation of precious and base metals prices which may be affected by the
sale or the purchase of precious and base metals and related products by end users, brokers, central
banks and financial institutions, interest rates, foreign exchange rates, the rates of inflation, of deflation,
the fluctuations in the value of the Canadian dollar and the currencies, the regional and global supply and
demand for these metals, regional and global economic policies, particularly countries that produce
precious and base metals.
Risk and Uncertainties
The Company is at an early stage of its development, and it is a highly speculative investment
opportunity. Mincom was only recently incorporated, and has no history of earnings and will not
generate earnings or pay dividends in the foreseeable future.
The directors and officers of the Company will only devote part of their time and attention to the affairs
of the Company and some of them are or will be engaged in other projects or businesses that could
give rise to potential conflicts of interest.
There is no assurance that there will be an active and liquid market for the Company’s common shares
on the TSX-V. The Company has only limited funds with which to conduct its business.
For a more comprehensive description of the risks related to an investment in the Company, please
refer to the Company’s final prospectus dated and filed November 8, 2011, on SEDAR at
www.sedar.com.
Financial Risk
In fiscal year ended September 30, 2014, the Company became a Tier 2 mining issuer that is
dependent on obtaining additional equity financing in order to continue future operations beyond the
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next 12 months. There is no guarantee any future financing will be obtained, or that it will be obtained
on acceptable terms.
Risk Factors for Braille Battery Business
Risk factors for Braille Battery include, but are not limited to; the reliance on intellectual property, costs
of production, production capacity and supply chain risks, regulatory burdens and compliance with law
regulating the manufacture or transportation of batteries, dependence on a single assembly facility for
the near-term, risks related to international sales, warranty claims and product liability, adverse
business or financial conditions affecting the automobile and energy storage industries, unprofitable
operating history, regulatory investigations and reliance on key personnel.
Reliance on Patent License
The products made by Braille Battery rely on intellectual property. The terms of the license may
change or be subject to expiry or termination challenged by a third party at any time. The ownership
of intellectual property licensed under a license agreement may be challenged or disputed by a third
party at any time. Grafoid holds the patents on which Braille Battery relies.
Commodities Markets and Production Cost
The Company may face rising prices of raw materials necessary to produce the products it sells. The
result could include higher cost of production, inability to produce its products in sufficient quantity and
quality, inability to sell its technology and products, inability to produce in large enough quantities, and
the possibility of technology obsolescence such that licensing interests disappear. BESI depends on
certain raw materials for the manufacture of anodes, cathode and separators. Such raw materials,
especially lithium salts may be in short supply. As Lithium-ion battery demands escalates there could
be significant raw material shortage and BESI may be unable to produce or deliver products to its
customers or meet its cost targets due to escalation of prices of its raw materials.
Production Capacity
The Company may not be able to meet its targets which includes the inability to convert pipeline to
purchase orders or if such purchase orders are received, the inability to deliver on those purchase
orders or the inability to collect on those purchase orders, even if the product is delivered. BESI may
not be able to establish anticipated levels of high-volume production on a timely, cost-effective basis
or at all. It has never assembled batteries in substantially large quantities and it may not be able to
maintain future commercial production at planned levels.
Laws Regulating the Manufacture or Transportation of Batteries
Laws regulating the manufacture or transportation of batteries may be enacted which could result in
a delay in the production of batteries or the imposition of additional costs that could harm BESI’s
ability to be profitable. Laws and regulations exist today, and additional laws and regulations may be
enacted in the future, which impose environmental, health and safety controls on the storage, use
and disposal of certain chemicals and metals used in the manufacturing and assembly of lithium-ion
batteries. Complying with any laws or regulations could require significant time and resources from its
technical staff and possible redesign of one or more of Braille Battery’s products, which may result in
substantial expenditures and delays in the production of one or more of its products, all of which
could harm the Resulting Issuer’s business and reduce its future profitability. The transportation of
lithium and lithium-ion batteries is regulated both domestically and internationally. Compliance with
these regulations, when applicable, increases the cost of producing and delivering products.
Supply Chain Risks
The Company may be exposed to supply chain risks. If the supply chain cannot deliver the amount of
products required or fails to deliver the products with sufficient quality, BESI will not be able to assemble
and deliver its products.
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Risks of Industry That Produces Devices Or Products Containing Energy
BESI may be exposed to certain risks as a result of being in an industry that produces devices or
products containing energy. Lithium-ion polymer batteries can become hazardous under some
circumstances. In the event of a short circuit or other physical, electrical or thermal damage to these
batteries, chemical reactions may occur that release excess heat or gases, which could create
dangerous situations, including fire, explosions and releases of toxic fumes. The Company’s batteries
may emit smoke, catch fire or emit gas, any of which may expose the Company to product liability
litigation. In addition, these batteries incorporate potentially hazardous materials, which may require
special handling, and safety problems may develop in the future. Product failure or improper use of
lithium- ion polymer battery products, such as the improper management of the charging/discharging
system, may also result in dangerous situations. The raising of any health or safety concerns could
affect BESI’s reputation and sales. Moreover, changes in environmental or other regulations affecting
the assembly, transportation or sale of the Company’s products could adversely affect its ability to
assemble or sell its products or result in increased costs or liability.
Resources to Process and Remedy Warranty Claims
BESI may be required to devote significant financial and management resources to processing and
remedying warranty claims. If product liability issues arise, the Company could incur significant
expenses and suffer damage to its reputation and the market acceptance of its products.
International Operations and Sales Subject To Certain Risks
The Company’s international operations and sales subject the entity to a number of risks, including
unfavorable political, regulatory, labor and tax conditions. Risks inherent to international operations
and sales, include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

difficulty in enforcing agreements, judgments and arbitration awards in foreign legal
systems;

•

fluctuations in exchange rates may affect product demand and may adversely
affect our profitability in U.S. dollars to the extent the cost of raw materials and
labor is denominated in a foreign currency;

•

impediments to the flow of foreign exchange capital payments and receipts due
to exchange controls instituted by certain foreign governments and the fact that
the local currencies of these countries are not freely convertible;

•

inability to obtain, maintain or enforce intellectual property rights;

•

changes in general economic and political conditions;

Additional Information and Continuous Disclosure
This Management's Discussion and Analysis has been prepared as of February 12, 2019. Additional
information on the Company is available through regular filings on SEDAR (www.sedar.com).
(s) Gary Economo

(s) Judith T. Mazvihwa-MacLean

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Financial Officer
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